Ben-Ami Endres Auctions
Conditions of Sale
1. Ben-Ami Endres Auctions is acting as representative of the sellers whose items are offered for sale at the auction.
2. The auction house has committed to prepare a list of items offered for auction (the catalog), with item number, description and start
price for each item. The data in the catalog are intended to be used for informative purposes only and do not include any guarantee
regarding description, attribution, previous owners, period, origin, or any other data.
3. The auction will be conducted by the Auctioneer David Ben-Ami Endres or his represantative
4. The Auctioneer reserves the right to deny participation in the auction of persons who he is not interested in their participation.
The auctioneer has sole authority to determine who won in the auction, to cancel the auction of an item (even after it has been sold)
or to offer an item for resale, this according to his absolute discretion. The Auctioneer may also add or remove an item from the
Auction or modify data on an item offered for sale, after the catalog was printed.
5. Any person interested in participating in the auction, must obtain, prior to the auction, a bid paddle bearing a number which is a
means of identifying the winner of the auction. A participant who wishes to be represented by the auctioneer during the auction
may leave a bid on a special form or in the online auction website. The bids will be accepted only when the bid amount reaches
the start price.
6. All the items are sold "As Is". The auction house is not responsible for the condition or quality of any lot.
All items offered for sale have been displayed earlier in a public preview, and the person interested is encouraged to examine them
himself, and upon raising his hand or submitting his bid in writing, he has hereby waived any claims and reservations regarding
the quality or condition of the item.
7. Information regarding the origin or provenance of an item is provided by the auction house in its status as sales agent of the seller,
and is based upon the information received from the seller, as well as knowledge and experience of the auction house experts.
A buyer who wants to argue against the information provided regarding the origin/provenance of the item, is welcome to do
so in writing up to 30 days from the date of sale, and if he proves an error has been made in the description regarding the origin or
provenance of the item, he will be refunded upon his returning the item.
Beyond 30 days after the date of sale, no claim shall be accepted.
8. Sole and exclusive jurisdiction in any dispute relating to the purchase or delivery of items between
the auction house and its customers, is granted to the courts in Tel-Aviv, Israel
9. The prices, which appear on the list of items, are minimum prices (reserve), not evaluations.
10. The Auction will be conducted in US Dollars. Payment for the items will be made in NIS according to official exchange rate of
Bank Israel on the day of payment, but in any event not less than the official exchange rate that was in effect on the first day of
auction. Commission of 19% + VAT will be added. Buyers who bought in the auction hall and pay within 7 days from the day of
auction in cash or cash check will get the reduced commission of 16%+VAT. Buyers who bought by written bid, phone or the
online auction and pay within 7 days from the day of auction in cash or cash check will get the reduced commission of 17%+VAT
11. During the auction, the bidding will increase in increments determined by the auctioneer, while each increase will be between 5-10
percent. The bidder who offers the highest bid accepted by the auctioneer, will be declared as the winner of the item.
12. A purchaser of any item, whether for himself/herself or for another, undertakes to pay for the items and recieve them.
The auctioneer has the authority to use any measures he finds appropriate so that the buyer fulfills his obligation, to cancel the
sale, to sell the item to someone else, to charge the buyer with expenses the auctioneer incurred, to file a compensation claim,
to delay the item's release and to add the expenses caused to the amount due.
13. Payments for the items and their release will be executed immediately after the auction and no later than 14 days after the sale.
If the winner does not claim the item, the auctioneer may use any measures at his disposal without prior notification to the winner
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